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      An excellent guide to how mental health problems are understood and treated; accessible, wide-ranging, and full of fascinating information on this important topic.




  
          Daniel Freeman




              


    
      



 


 
      This excellent textbook provides a clear and comprehensive introduction to clinical and abnormal psychology. I will be recommending it as essential reading for both psychology and medical students.




  
          Rebecca Elliott




              


    
      



 


 
      I like the acknowledgment of the limitations of the categorical approach to diagnosis, as well as the built-in comparison between DSM and ICD criteria. I also like that this text does not attempt to address every category or every diagnosis, but rather selects some of the most common to discuss in greater detail.




  
          Dr Suzanne Stambaugh




              


    
      



 


 
      This book covers a number of subjects at a very introductory level, making it ideal for foundation degrees and first year nursing programmes.




  
          Mr DAvid Rawcliffe




              


    
      



 


 
      As a RMN I really enjoyed reading this book and using it in our modules relating to mental health and introduction to psychology. Most of the chapters aligned with the summative assessment required and allowed students to be aware of the debates around historical and current concepts.




  
          Mrs Janet Macfarlane




              


    
      



 


 
      The style, of this book is in my view now outdated. It offers some critical comment, and a broad overview of the subject from a relatively traditional standpoint. The text by Cromby, Harper and Reavey; "Psychology Mental Health and distress" (2013) provides a model of what texts, which have hitherto been entitled "abnormal psychology", should be offering.




  
          Mr Simon Easton




              


    
      



 


 
      This comprehensive textbook covers essential and complex subjects in abnormal psychology, written in an easily accessible manner.




  
          Dr JUDITH HASSAN




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is written in a very accessible manner for undergraduate students. I suspect a few will purchase as it covers both adult and child psychopathology.




  
          Mrs Narissa Philander




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent text which discusses the issues regarding classification, diagnosis and treatment of psychological disorders and provides the reader with an accessible introduction to some of the most prevalent of these. I would recommend this text to A level students who wish to explore this fascinating topic in more depth. I particularly liked the 'feel' of the book - light and easy to hold which makes it a pleasure to read!




  
          Mrs Suzi Smale




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a very up to date and comprehensive account of mental health difficulties and treatment. It is a good overview for undergraduate students.




  
          Mrs Jade Mullen




              


    
      



 


 
      This essential introduction to abnormal and clinical psychology explores the key areas, controversies and debates in the field and encourages students to think critically.




  
          Ms Eilish McGuinness
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.
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